Exploring Roman and Celtic
Christianity in early Britain
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Outline
This sabbatical paper examines the factors that contributed to the
spread of Christianity in Britain by exploring the missiology, customs and
differences of the Roman and Celtic Churches. It also considers the
important events at Whitby in 664CE.

1. Introduction
Castel Henllys, just off the A487 coast road between Cardigan and
Newport, is an authentic Celtic Iron Age Village reconstructed on the
exact site where an Iron Age fort stood 2,000 years ago. I visited here
to see first hand how our Celtic ancestors lived, worked and worshipped.

The early Celts were extremely resourceful and were skilled in tasks
such as spinning, weaving, grinding grain and basket making. The men were
able to use a range of weaponry – swords, spears and slings. They killed
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animals not just for food but to make sacrifices to their gods. They were
steeped in paganism with the towering effigy of the wicker man
representing their sun god.

Pagan symbols adorned their roundhouses. Symbolism played an important
part in the Celts belief system.
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By the 7th century Christian missionaries had all but extinguished these
pagan cults. Working at both ends of the land, Augustine and his
followers brought Roman Christianity to the south, while Columba, Aidan
and their monks brought Celtic Christianity to the north. Both strands of
the Faith were responsible for the conversion of more than half of
England.
St. Augustine of Canterbury

St. Columba

https://aidanharticons.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/St-Augustine-of-Canterbury-icon3.jpg
https://www.plagiarismtoday.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/07/St-Columba-160x250.jpg

By 660CE all England was nominally Christian, but there was no such thing
yet as a Church of England. Consisting of several kingdoms (Northumbria,
Mercia, Wessex, Kent) England was ruled by Anglo-Saxon tribal
chieftains rather than kings. Through arranged marriages with Christian
princesses from neighbouring kingdoms, these men gradually became
Christians.
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As a result, the Celtic Church (herein CC) soon came into contact with
the Roman Church (herein RC) and the two institutions differed on many
matters which caused confusion and rivalry:• They had different customs such as the dating of Easter and the
administration of baptism.
• Also, Celtic monks might marry; Roman monks could not.
• The CC had no central organisational structure and did not
acknowledge the authority of the Pope. Instead monasteries were
the center of spiritual life, with abbots, rather than bishops, being
the highest authority.
• In contrast the RC was international, well organised and
sophisticated.
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Prior to Whitby, the RC had only really established itself in the land for
about 70 years, yet it emerged victorious. To understand the reasons for
this it is important to look at the history of Roman and Celtic Christianity
and to examine the significant events that led up to, and which took place
at, the Synod of Whitby in 664CE (herein SoW). There are significant
individuals who take part and their lives and missiology (the theology of
mission) will also need to be analysed in order to understand the
fundamental differences between the Churches.

2. Historical Overview
Christianity came to Britain with the Romans (c.75CE). It came with
ordinary soldiers rather than as a specific evangelistic push from Rome.
The earliest direct communication between Rome and Britain was in
189CE when Lucius, king of the Britons, wrote a letter to Pope
Eleutherius asking to be made a Christian. His request was granted and
Christianity continued to grow over the next two hundred years.

At that time the populous followed a Druidic religion, with Middle
Eastern and Coptic elements of both pagan Canaanite and Old Testament
practices. The Druids came under Roman persecution and after the
Romans left in the early 400s, the Anglo-Saxons pushed the Celts
further into western Britain with many fleeing to Cornwall, Wales and
Ireland, where they established Druidic [semi-Christian] communities.
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But it was here, particularly, that the CC spread and flourished: Patrick
(389-461CE) and Alban (d.305CE) are well known saints from this period.

https://www.crossroadsinitiative.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/St-Patrick-tommy-di-paulo-455.jpg

Furthermore, there is speculation that some of the learned druids
became monks under the on-going Christianization. Clearly bringing their
indigenous culture with them, some aspects permeated into the early CC,
which retained a closer adherence to Judaism than any other form of
Christianity. These adherents also saw monasticism as important with the
church headed by abbots rather than bishops. By the beginning of the 6th
century the CC was entirely monastic in its structure.
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Active Mission
From the late 4th century, and no longer under Roman domination, distinct
characteristics of Celtic Christianity began to emerge (i.e. its love of
mysticism, poetry, pilgrimage et.al.) and evangelism, “through ‘illuminated’
1

gospels with marvellous art” (i.e. The Book of Kells).

1

D. Edwards, Christianity: The First Two Thousand Years, (London: Cassell, 1997), p. 176.
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The missioners would, on reaching a new area, invest time in bringing the
clan leaders to faith. These early believers were then established in
small wattle and daub church buildings, forming the basis of a
monastery.2 Either the clan chieftain, or someone appointed by him, then
became the abbot. The missioners would then under the protection of
the clan leader evangelise the clan peoples, some of whom would be
trained as monks and would then act as a sending post for more
missioners to other clans.

The abbots were the senior authority in the CC. They were not all
religious leaders, but the abbot held the land, buildings and the right of

2

Ibid., pp. 175 – 176.
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succession, thus maintaining the prior authority of the clan chieftain.3
The Celtic bishops operated under there leadership. This was a very
effective means of spreading the gospel in a population that was divided
by clan loyalties. This process can be clearly seen in the rise of the
Northumbria church. The chronicles of Samson, a Celtic missionary, gives
a typical example of ‘normal’ evangelistic endeavour:Whilst seeking hospitality at a
monastery on route to another
destination, Samson was arrested
by a word from God that he
should remain in Britain, as God
would display an outward sign of
his power through Samson. On
hearing this he immediately
changed his plans and he and his
party began to preach throughout
Cornwall. On one occasion they
came upon a group of pagans
worshiping an idol. They spoke
with the leader of the group, who
was unconvinced by their words
until a young boy who was
thrown from his horse nearby,
who appeared dead was raised to
life by Samson’s prayer. The
entire group were then instructed
in faith and were baptised.4
http://www.pravoslavie.ru/sas/image/102713/271367.p.jpg?mtime=1502355710

Some of the other miracles ascribed to the Celtic saints appear
somewhat bizarre, records of Columba (521-97CE) casting a demon from
a milk pail for example. Much of this earthly spirituality was inherited

3

L. Hardinge, The Celtic Church in Britain, (London: SPCK, 1972), pp. 156 - 179.
T. Taylor. (ed.) The Life of Samson of Dol. N/P: Llanerch, 1991, cited by R. Simpson. Exploring Celtic
Spirituality. (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1995), pp. 166 - 167.
4
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from rural paganism. The Celts believed nature was full of gods and
spirits who controlled important, mysterious things like harvest,
childbirth and war. However, it is also perhaps due to an important
feature of the early CC - namely, that it followed an oral tradition and
like other oral traditions placed great value on the power of the spoken
word. Thus, when evangelistic exploits were committed to paper, they
had long since passed into a romanticised, mythological form.

Lastly, the Celtic missioners were not restricted merely to the confines
of Britain. “Remarkable numbers of monks”, as Edwards observes,
“undertook pilgrimage for the love of God.”5 There are records of them
establishing ground as far north as Iceland,6 and as far south as
Northern Italy.7 Halsall also comments “Gaul especially attracted the
attention of the bold missionaries from Ireland.”8 This combination of
continuous pilgrimage and the demonstration of God’s miraculous power is
what led to the dramatic spread of the CC.

Loose Ecumenism
Holt makes the point that although the Celtic tradition was very
different from European Roman Christianity, “The Celtic Christians never
disavowed their allegiance to Rome; they only differed in their

5

Edwards, p. 176.
Hardinge, pp. 11 – 12; Simpson, p. 45.
7
Schaff, p. 474; Simpson, p. 45.
8
th
P. Halsall, “The Life of St. Columban, by the Monk Jonas (7 Century)”, accessed at
th
http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/basis/columban.html, on 04 June 2019.
6
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traditions.” He further adds that Welsh Celts were “very much in contact
with the Gauls and Romans, and used the Latin language.”9 There is also
some indication that up to the mid-4th century the CC was “ecumenically”
involved in the wider continental RC, evidenced by the presence of
representatives at the Council of Arles (314CE) and, later, of two Celtic
bishops at the Synod of Ariminum in 359CE.10

Nevertheless, following the withdrawal of the final Roman legions
(c.450CE) from British shores, the CC became further isolated from the
RC. Up until Augustine’s mission to the Saxons in the late 6th century
there was a mutual ignorance between Celts and Catholics, summed up in
Schaff’s statement:Rome and its representatives were apparently unaware of the actual
beliefs and practices of Celtic Christians. It would seem natural,
therefore, that the Celts were also ignorant of the peculiar beliefs and
practices of the Roman Church.11

Inactive Mission
It can be argued that the 5th and 6th centuries were marked by largescale native conversions to Christianity, but only in the small-scattered
communities where the CC was the dominant influence (i.e. western
Britain). Undoubtedly, after the Romans withdrew from Britain (began
410CE), the consequent invasion by the tribes of the Angles and Saxons
9

Holt, p. 63.
Schaff, p. 468.
11
Ibid., p. 468.
10
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(c.470CE) affected the advance of the CC. The Celtic monk Gildas
Badonicus wrote the best source material that survives from the time of
this conquest.
“On the Ruin and Conquest of Britain”

http://www.lwcurrey.com/pictures/110219.jpg

In the areas that were conquered by the “fierce and impious Saxons, a
race hateful both to God and men”,12 the savagery with which the
inhabitants were treated resulted, according to Hughes, in the refusal of
native English Christians to evangelise the Anglo-Saxons.13 His outlook
strongly favours the mission activity of the later Roman evangelists who

12
13

Ibid.
P. Hughes, A Popular History of the Catholic Church, (London: Burns and Oates, 1958), p. 68.
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came to this country although Bede does also condemn the English for
their lack of missionary / evangelistic work.14

Essentially it was from Ireland that missionary monks came preaching the
gospel and “they made a valuable contribution towards invigorating
British Christianity and enriching its heritage with their Celtic
tradition.”15 Indeed Kenney, commenting on Columba states:Columba’s contribution towards the conversion of Scotland and the
accomplishments of his followers in Christianizing their Anglo-Saxon
neighbours is, from the viewpoint of world history, the most
momentous achievement of the Irish section of the Celtic Church.16
Meanwhile, barbarian invaders did not affect Christianity in southern
Britain. It was Celtic in practice, yet used the RC Latin Mass and
remained aloof from its Saxon neighbours. St. Martin’s Church in
Canterbury was probably built as a Roman church in the 4th century, and
was later the first church used for
worship by Augustine.

http://users.aol.com/butrousch/augustine.index.htm

14

B. Colgrave & R. A .B. Mynors (ed), Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of the English People, (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1969), p. 69.
15
“Orthodoxy’s Western Heritage - Lindisfarne: the Holy Isle, Saint Aidan: First Abbot, Saint Cuthbert:
th
Favored of God”, accessed at http://www.roca.org/OA/57/57e.htm, on 06 May 2019.
16
J. Kenny, The Sources for Early History of Ireland, ( New York: N/P, 1929), p. 225., cited by Hardinge, p.
9.
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Celtic worship, conversely, tended to be outside and centered round
crosses (that still dot the landscape today) and was more sporadic as it
was a collection of customs that could vary from place to place and from
time to time. But while the revival of Columba (Iona 563CE) and later
Aidan (635CE) was taking place in the north of the country, the church in
the south did not feel the evangelistic zeal of its northern counterpart.

https:/gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcRNFBghj6498Rxc3m5pHicROlbig0iB3Mb0qKlhAh3y1EAasMel
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Holy wells are icons of Celtic spirituality. They are still popular places of
pilgrimage where healing liturgies are often held. I visited St.
Winefride’s Well in Holywell, Wales. This has been a place of pilgrimage
for 1300 years (a chapel was built over the well in 1490).
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Augustine of Canterbury
Into this climate in 597CE came a monk, sent by Pope Gregory the Great
(590-604CE), and named Augustine.
Gregory had a burden for the
Angles of Britain. According to
Bede he had seen some tall,
fair-haired boys for sale at a
Roman market and upon
enquiring about where they
came from was told ‘the Angli’.

http://augustineofcanterbury.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/Augustine-Image.jpg

Gregory was reported to have responded by saying, ‘Not Angli, but
angels’.17 This is a romanticised view. There is no evidence of long-term
intention by Gregory to convert the Anglo-Saxons. It would appear that
Bede is intending to paint the picture of Catholic history as one in which
there was great passion for evangelistic mission with nothing but pure
motives at its heart. Gregory’s commission to Augustine was the first
Papal Mission to found a church. Augustine the “Apostle of the English”
was successful at converting King Ethelbert of Kent to Roman
Christianity.

17

Colgrave & Mynors, pp. 133 - 135.
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However, Ethelbert did not force his people to follow his example. The
reason, as Bede put it, was because he learned “that the service of
Christ was voluntary and ought not to be compulsory.”18 Regardless,
among the English of Kent, the Roman mission achieved great success,
particualy with the mass baptism of 10,000 English people on the River
Swale during Christmas of 597 or 598CE Following this, Augustine wrote
to Gregory asking for more missionaries to help with the number of
converts. He also sent questions to the Pope asking for advice on pastoral
and administrative matters.

18

Colgrave & Mynors, p. 69.
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Church Structure
One of the underlying desires of the Pope was to set up in England a
church structure that was modeled very clearly on that of Rome itself.
Unlike the CC, the RC was set up with very clear delineations between
Church and State. Gregory gave Augustine clear instructions on how to
set up the administration of the Church.19 There was some flexibility in
the type of liturgy that was to occur. Gregory is said to have instructed:Choose from every individual church whatever things are devout,
religious and right. And when you have collected these as it were into
one bundle, see that the minds of the English grow accustomed to it.20
This clearly shows the interweaving of theology and mission. I agree with
Kirk who argues that theology “is in the business of persuading others to
believe and act in specific ways.” Therefore, its missionary nature is
unavoidable. Furthermore, Bosch identifies a medieval missionary
paradigm, suggesting that this draws on the text in Luke 14:23: “…and

compel them to come in.”21 I appreciate his terminology, as this certainly
identifies with the approach of Augustine and his missioners.
Subsequently, Roman and Celtic traditions converged and there was
considerable disagreement.

19

P. N. Williams, “The Anglo- Saxon Period”, England: A Narrative History, accessed at
th
http://www.britannia.com/history/narsaxhist.html, on 04 May, 2019.
20
Colgrave & Mynors, p. 83
21
D. J. Bosch, Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission, (New York: Orbis, 2005), pp.
230 – 231; 236.
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Roman Failure
Augustine, in spite of several attempts, was unsuccessful at creating
links with the established CC. On at least two occasions (602/3CE), as
Bede observed, the Celtic bishops refused to recognise him as their
Archbishop.22 Although, it appears the motivation behind their refusal is
very simplistic. On the arrangement of one meeting between the two
groups, the Celtic leaders went to seek the council of a hermit, in order
to enquire whether to submit to Roman authority or not. The hermit
suggested that, unless Augustine showed humility by rising from his seat
as the other group approached, they were to condemn him for his proud
and arrogant nature and refuse to submit. Augustine remained seated
and consequently offended the bishops.
Moreover, what he offered them was hardly attractive either. Augustine
asked the Celtic bishops to agree on three main principles in order to
“preserve catholic peace”.23 If the CC would change the calculation of the
date of Easter, amend their baptismal practice in line with the Roman
ritual and would come under his authority in preaching the gospel to the
Saxons, Augustine said that he would overlook all other differences. The
bishops refused to submit to RC rule and from then on strove to
contradict everything Augustine said.24 This stand-off between the two
parties continued for another sixty years and thus the foundation was

22

Hardinge, pp. 7 – 8; Schaff, p. 472.
Colgrave & Mynors, p. 135.
24
Colgrave & Mynors, p. 139.
23
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laid for the SoW, a major turning point in the history of British
Christianity.25

Aidan of Lindisfarne
Other attempts were made by Roman leaders in Britain to bring not only
the English bishops, but also the Irish bishops into line with Roman
observances. Archbishop Laurence failed; as
did Paulinus who was driven out of Northumbria
in 632CE by a sudden rise in paganism and
impending war. His absence allowed the
influence of the CC to become established
though the patronage of King Oswald.

http://www.pravoslavie.ru/sas/image/101836/183611.p.jpg?mtime=1408347510

Oswald had been spent 17 years in exile on Iona where he was converted
to Celtic Christianity. When he returned to Northumbria he requested of
the Ionian monks a ‘missioner’ to teach his subjects the Celtic faith.
After an initial failure with the first monk, Gaelic-speaking Aidan
(d.651CE) was dispatched in 635CE.

25

K. R. Keck, “Synod of Whitby”, The Ecole Glossary, accessed at
th
http://www2.evansville.edu/ecoleweb/glossary/whitbysyn.html, on 27 April, 2019.
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Following in Columba’s footsteps, Aidan established a monastery on
Lindisfarne. As both bishop and abbot he divided his time between strict
monastic observances and missionary work, often, with Oswald acting as
an interpreter, preaching to the Northumbrian peoples. According to
Bede, who has provided the primary source for Aidan's life, "many
Northumbrians, both noble and simple, laid aside their weapons,
preferring to take monastic vows rather than study the art of war."26
Missionary monks were wise to walk and even on his long baptizing tours,
Aidan went about mostly on foot. He established a number of
monasteries, or more appropriately ‘mission-stations’, throughout the
north-east and a school was established on Lindisfarne where young boys,
26

th

J. Read, “The Venerable Bede”, accessed at http://www.roca.org/oa/42/42e.htm, on 27 April, 2019.
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learnt Latin and memorized the gospels and were “exposed to a world of
concentrated prayer and missionary fervour which prepared them for a
life of service to God.”27 When he died, Aidan was crowned with the welldeserved title "Apostle of the Northumbrians."28

https://images.visitnorthumberland.com/Lindisfarne-Priory/vn-medium-Outside-Lindisfarne-Priory.jpg

King Oswy
In 642CE Oswy succeeded his brother Oswald as king. But he did so from
a position of weakness. Northumbria remained vulnerable for some years
to external Viking raids and he had no influence outside Northumbria.
Early in his reign, Oswy made a diplomatic initiative aimed at
strengthening his position in southern England. He asked the king of Kent

27
28

“Orthodoxy’s Western Heritage…”
Colgrave & Mynors, pp. 142 - 145.
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for a marriage with his daughter. This marriage opened up an alliance
between the north and south of
England.

Oswy became the most powerful
king in England with both
Northumbria and Mercia in his
domain. He re-structured both civil
and ecclesiastical organisation. The
Lindisfarne bishopric under Finan became, in effect, a metropolitan seat
with jurisdiction over Mercia.
Accounts of the later stages of Oswy's reign are dominated by the
religious politics that culminated at Whitby.29

3. The Synod
At the time the SoW was called, the majority of southern tribes were
under the influence of Rome, while Northumbria and areas north
remained heavily influenced by Celtic traditions. Oswy was seriously
concerned about the religious differences that, following his marriage,
threatened to destabilize his kingdom. The issues first raised by
Augustine in 603/4CE continued to be a source of disagreement between
the churches. Thus, at the most important ecclesiastical gathering in the

29

th

“Celtic People”, accessed at http://www.bedesworld.co.uk/academic-people.php, on 17 June, 2019.
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history of the English Church, he appointed himself as judge, summoning
experts in the two traditions to debate the differences.

Issues Of Disagreement
The Tonsure

http://humoncomics.com/art/monk-tonsure.png

The difference between the Roman
and Celtic tonsure may at first seem
insignificant and one might then ask
why this was seen as a major point of
disagreement. The Celts wore their
heads shaven forwards of a line drawn
from behind the ears across the top
of the head; the Romans wore a style
where only the central element was
shaven called the corona.
However, the Celtic style did have some very negative associations with
the pagan Druids who also wore their hair in the same style. This led
some in the RC to taunt whether they were Christian at all; although it is
more likely that they disliked the Celtic tonsure because the Eastern
Orthodox monastic orders wore the same. 30

30

J. Finney, Recovering the Past, Celtic and Roman Mission, (London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 1996), p.
106.
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The Baptismal Liturgy
There is very little evidence of where the disagreement over baptism lay.
Speculation that it may have lay in a single immersion rather that a triple
immersion is unfounded. There is a hint, in Gildas’s writings, that the CC
only washed the hands at baptism. And there is a slight possibility that
the baptism was not a Trinitarian baptism (i.e. using the baptismal
formula in Matthew 28) .31 However, Hardinge sees none of this
confusion, and demonstrates clearly that the baptism of the CC was most
definitely a triple immersion and was Trinitarian in nature.32 So whilst the
source of the discord is not clear, the significance is clearly observable.

Ordination
Here it is possible to see a stark difference between the churches. The
ordination service for a Roman bishop was one of major pomp and
ceremony:As their tradition demanded, he was borne into the oratory aloft on a
golden throne by the bishops alone, to the accompaniment of songs
and canticles from the choir.33
In contrast to this, what is known of the Celtic ordination rite is that it
was a simple affair of the laying on of hands on the ordained. Not only

31

Finney, p. 106.
Hardinge, pp. 101 - 102.
33
Ibid., p. 118.
32
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his, but it would be perfectly permissible for this to be done by just one
other bishop, as opposed to three in the Roman ceremony.34

The Dating Of Easter
Again this would appear to be of slight importance, as both Churches saw
Easter as the fundamental religious celebration and there was no
difference in the understanding of the redemptive work of the Cross.

https://brightcove04pmdo-a.akamaihd.net/4221396001/4221396001_5716563137001_5716552924001vs.jpg?pubId=4221396001&videoId=5716552924001

The differing dating arose merely due to the separation of the CC from
Roman contact for the two centuries mentioned above. The CC continued
to date Easter using the 84-year cycle, counting the third week of the
moon from the 14th to the 20th vernal equinox, whereas, the Romans had
now adopted a newer method of calculation, using a 19-year cycle and
counted from the 15th to the 21st vernal equinox. Apart from the fact

34

J Stevenson “Introduction to Liturgy and Ritual of the Celtic Church” Celtic Orthodoxy, accessed at
th
http://www.celticorthodoxy.org/essay6.shtml, on 05 June, 2019.
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that the CC calculation also matched the method used by the Greek
Eastern Church, whom the Romans sought to distance themselves from,
there is no major reason for the disagreement.35
Although these issues caused practical difficulties the true quarrel was
actually over who should dominate?36 One matter had to be settled – the
relation of the CC to Rome.37 Authority was the key word in the debate.

Crisis Point
The problem was Oswy worshipped in the Celtic tradition, while his
Kentish queen followed Rome. As Easter was not observed at the same
time it led to a domestic crisis in the royal household. In 664CE, Oswy
celebrated Easter on April 14, but for Queen Eanfleda it was Palm
Sunday. Still deep in Lent she would not celebrate Easter for another
week. At the time, this was no trivial matter for Easter was the center
of the Christian year and everything else came from it.38 Furthermore, a
total eclipse of the sun on May 1 and the first signs of plague in the
north, convinced Oswy that disagreement as to the proper observance of
the most holy day in the Christian calendar had become a source of divine
displeasure.39

35

Finney, p. 107.
B. Gascoigne, The Christians, (Norwich: Fletcher & Son Ltd, 1977), p. 64.
37
C. A. Alington, Christianity In England, (London: Oxford University Press, 1943), p. 38.
38
F. Gumley & B. Redhead, The Christian Centuries, (London: Butler & Tanner Ltd, 1989), p. 78.
39
“Whitby”, accessed at http://itsa.ucsf.edu/~snlrc/britannia/earlychurch/whitby.html, on 06th June, 2019.
36
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North West view of Whitby Abbey founded in 657 CE, laid waste by the Danes from 867.

https://encryptedtbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcQTwBGBp6a3zBtWzBUgXePN0MMYNabJqhNM6OA1xP10pVyO9CWyIQ

There are two known accounts of what took place. Bede’s (673-735CE)
description recorded in his Ecclesiastical History, “which did for British
Christianity what Eusebius did for Constantinople”40 and Eddius
Steppanus’ Life of Wilfred. Both give a similar account, but Bede did not
write his opus until 731CE, whereas Steppanus attended the Synod and so
gives an eyewitness account.41

40
41

Read.
Bull, p. 305.
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https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/7/7a/Depiction_of_St._Bede_the_Venerable_%28at_St._Be
de%27s_school%2C_Chennai%29_presentation.jpg

However, no historian is completely
objective. Bede was a patriotic
Northumbrian and has been criticised for
his account of the SoW. Equally, Steppanus
appears too subjective, as he was Wilfred’s
musical director at Ripon. In any event
both agree as to the facts, but Bede’s
account is a much more robust and
interesting read.

Among the churchmen attending, Colman, Bishop of Lindisfarne,
represented the CC and Wilfred, Abbot of Ripon, represented the RC.

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/a/ac/StWilfrid.jpg/180px-StWilfrid.jpg
https://orthodoxwiki.org/thumb.php?f=0218colmanlindesfarne.jpg&width=300

Bede writes:King Oswy opened by observing that all who served the One God
should observe one rule of life, and since they all hoped for one
kingdom in heaven, they should not differ in celebrating the
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sacraments of heaven. The synod now had the task of determining
which was the truest tradition, and this should be loyally accepted by
all.42

The Celtic Defence
At the Synod there were extremely complicated arguments about how
the Christian year should be calculated. Most of those present (including
Hilda, Chad, Cedd) were attached to the Celtic system for dating Easter.
After Oswy opened the proceedings he invited Colman to make his case
for the CC which clearly challenged the ecclesiastical discipline of Rome.
Colman invoked the authority of Columba and John’s Gospel for the
correct determination of Easter.

Wilfred And The Roman Argument
Except, there was an eager minority on the other side, led by Wilfred,
who, despite being raised in the Celtic traditions of the monastery at
Lindisfarne, was an enthusiast for all things Roman.43 He gained the
support of Oswy’s queen and was encouraged to pilgrimage to Rome where
he was trained by Boniface who “taught him the rule about Easter and
how the Roman method differed from the Celtic calculation.”44 Wilfrid
then returned to the monastery in Ripon which he ran along Roman lines.

42

Bede (tr. L. Sherley-Price), A History of the English Church and People, (Edinburgh: R. & R. Clark Ltd,
1956), pp. 183 – 184.
43
Balleine, p. 18.
44
P. Green “Wilfrid’s First Journey to Rome”, accessed at
http://wilfrid.com/Wilfrid_pilgrimage/1st_journey_to_rome.htm, on 3rd June, 2019.
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Carpenter states that he formed the nucleus of a growing RC in the
north, which campaigned fervently against the Celtic traditions.45 It is
clear from Bede and Steppanus that Wilfred, fresh from all his
experiences of Rome,46 was both captivated by the universal character of
Catholicism and very confident of the RC position.47

Wilfred was throughout the Synod able to meet Colman’s objections head
on. He spoke of the unique authority vested in Saint Peter and hence with
his successor the Pope and effectively debunked the Celtic dating of
Easter, implying that Colman did not know what he was talking about:Therefore, I repeat, you conform neither to John nor Peter, the Law
nor the Gospel, in your keeping of our great Festival…you and your
colleagues are most certainly guilty of sin if you reject the decrees of
the Apostolic See and the universal Church…48

The Outcome
Other astronomical, theological and historical arguments were brought
forward (i.e. Anatolius’ calculation), but it was Wilfred who succeeded in
settling the dissension between the two churches.49 But, it was not
reasoned debate that decided the matter though - but Oswy’s fear of
damnation. Wilfred clinched the argument by explaining that Christ had

45
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given to Peter, the founder of the RC, the keys of the kingdom of heaven
with authority to decide about who should be admitted. The king at once
asked if similar authority was given to Columba. “No”, was Colman’s reply.
Therefore, Oswy asked whether the Celtic representatives agreed with
Matthew 26:18-19. Unable to deny Scripture, Oswy concluded:Then, I tell you, Peter is guardian of the gates of heaven, and I shall not
contradict him. I shall obey his commands in everything to the best of
my knowledge and ability; otherwise, when I come to the gates of
heaven, he who holds the keys may not be willing to open them.50

Steppanus records, “That the whole Synod answered with one voice and
one consent for Saint Peter.”51 England had now finally decided in favour
of Rome.52 For the sake of unity, nearly all the Celtic delegates accepted
the change to Roman ways, but Colman, as Bede records:Seeing his teachings rejected and his following discounted, took away
with him all who still dissented from the Catholic Easter and
tonsure…and returned to Scotland in order to consult his compatriots
on their future course of action.53

Colman resigned his See rather than accept the Synod’s decision.
Wilfred, the champion of the Roman cause, became Bishop of York.
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https://thefreelancehistorywriter.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/council-of-whitby.jpg?w=550

3. Analysis
Of The Verdict
Bede’s history reads like a court-room drama. It was a victory for the RC
and the start of Catholicism in Britain (lasting until the Reformation).
Balleine summarises that, as is so often the case with a primitive people,
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an utterly inconclusive point carried the day.54 The RC not only had an
older, but also a higher tradition and authority than the CC could claim.55
The king really settled the matter by a rough jest and voted for Rome.56
Aland suggests that today this sort of argument seems extremely crude,
but it accorded with the mentality of the time.57 Oswy is said to have
announced “with a smile” his decision to obey Saint Peter rather than
Saint Columba, which Moorman remarks, shows he may have already made
up his mind before the debate began.58 Indeed, Elliott-Binns has the
same opinion that Wilfred had already persuaded the king to adopt his
own principles.59 His influence was by far the greater and it was mainly
due to his experience, and eloquence that the Celts lost their case,60 as
he was able to confound all arguments put forward by his opponent,
Colman, with ease.
I think we need to return to the question of “how reliable is Bede’s
account?” It was written at least 65 years after Whitby when the
political, social and ecclesiastical situation was very different. For whom
was he writing and what sources did he use (Gildas most certainly) which
may have influenced him? Prior to Augustine, Bede states that
Christianity had died out in this country and he attempts to show the
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Roman mission as “a smooth transition of conversion to Christianity.”61
However, this is simply not the case. I admit that Celtic Christianity was
a syncretic faith supplemented by Druidic-pagan customs, but I have
shown how active the CC was in parts of Britain. Furthermore, isolated
pockets of Roman Christianity remained too (particularly in southern and
eastern England). Archaeological remains of notable sacred places (i.e.
Glastonbury; Frensham; Polperro…) and Christian burial without pagan
offerings have been discovered. Thus, I agree with Debono’s comment
that, “It is possible that Bede wrote increasing the influence of St
Augustine to further his own cause.”62

Indeed, what does come across in Bede’s account is that Wilfrid would
not countenance any movement from his position. He was not willing to
compromise in any way and his contempt of the Celts is evident in his
dismissal of Colman’s arguments. Again, some of this may be down to
Bede’s own views of the Celtic tradition. Throughout his History he is
predominantly pro-Roman with very little sympathy for the rites of the
CC.63 His contempt went so far as refusing to be ordained as bishop in
the country of his birth for fear of being tainted by Celtic hands.64
Finally, his own summing up of the Synod, I suggest, reveals his
favouritism towards the RC:-
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All present, both high and low, signified their agreement with what the
king had said, and abandoning their imperfect customs, readily
accepted those which they had learned to be better. In this way the
controversy was terminated.65

The CC had effectively become a spent force.

https://journals.openedition.org/cem/docannexe/image/13620/img-6.jpg

Of Missionary Practice
Modern contextual models and methods of theological reflection make it
possible to examine Celtic and Roman missionary practice and deduce a
valid analysis of mission.

65
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The Mission Of Pagan Inculturation
For Celtic missioners, perpetual pilgrimage was a lifestyle. Their
destination was not a shrine or relic, but a people and so the concept of
pilgrimage often merged into that of mission.66 The merging of Druid and
Christian practices typifies both the Anthropological and Synthetic
theological models. When examining faith and culture here, it is clear to
see that Celtic missiology was concerned with preserving the cultural
identity of the “receivers.” The Anthropological model sympathetically
identifies with an existing culture and, as Bevans says, “Finds the symbols
and concepts with which to construct an adequate articulation of that
people’s faith.”67 This is best reflected by the Celtic monks having their
heads “shaved in the style of the druids of paganism”68 and by the
missionaries who incorporated revered Druid rituals and ceremonies
within Christianity. Bradley writes:Monasteries were built on the site of sacred Druid groves, springs and
wells which had been associated with pagan deities were given saints’
names and ceremonies celebrating creation…were incorporated into
the Church’s calendar.69

This missionary practice also illustrates the strongest aspect of the

Synthetic model that, similarly, has a basic methodological attitude of
openness and dialogue.70 I suggest that this is also revealed by the CC’s
66
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“earthly spirituality”, which, as Edwards explains, “Was inherited from
rural paganism, but in its Christ-centred transformation celebrated the
natural world with a fresh joy and a lyrical beauty.”71 In addition, the
origins of the Celtic knot almost certainly go back to pagan times,72 but it
became the strongest faith symbol of the CC, as the missionary monks no
doubt felt, that in order to hold at bay the pagan powers of darkness,
they should embrace it. Celtic missionaries were not into “converting
heathens, as in incorporating them into the Christian fold.”73

https://images-na.ssl-images-amazon.com/images/I/51mfgGibz3L.jpg

The Mission Of Monasticism
Obviously western monasticism was a Roman as well as a Celtic trend.
Benedict’s (480-547CE) monasteries, for example, sent monks on explicit
missionary endeavours throughout Gaul and Germany, but until Pope
Gregory (himself Benedictine) first conceived of the idea of a foreign
71
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mission to the pagan English, the monastic communities of the CC played
an important missionary role. Although at first glance monasteries appear
to be an unlikely agent for mission, from the 5th century, according to
Bosch, they were the centre of mission and were a visible sign of God’s
kingdom in the world74 (i.e. Iona and Lindisfarne). I agree that we cannot
underestimate this. “What sometimes started as a solitary hermit’s cell”,
Bradley states, “often grew to become a combination of
commune…mission station…hospital…learning and cultural enlightenment.”
He further adds that monasteries became dominant in the CC because
“their espousal of communal values struck a deep chord in a tribal society
where ties of family and kinship were strong.”75

Bosch continues to expand this argument by focusing on the monastic
lifestyle which, he reasons, was not just ascetic, because the monks made
such a profound impact on the people outside. All their attitudes and
activities, to quote him, “were in a profound sense of the word,

missionary.76 Bradley underlines the missionary zeal of the Celtic monks
as having a clear scriptural impulse behind it (i.e. Genesis 12:1; Matthew
8:20 et.al…).77 However, Newbigin’s argument, although not counter, is
much more implicit. He contends that these monastic communities were
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not intentionally missionary, and without knowing it their way of life,
“began to spill over into explicit missionary efforts.”78

The Mission Of Augustine
The interaction of Catholic Gospel and Celtic culture can be seen in
different ways. Again, by using modern theological models
retrospectively, we can hypothetically perceive the early missiology of
the RC. Historians, generally, are of the opinion that the RC, leading up to
and including the time of the SoW, was very much one of selfimportance. When Augustine first came to Kent he met the local king
with the traditions of the RC:A silver cross and the image of our Lord and Saviour painted on a
panel. They chanted litanies and uttered prayers to the Lord for their
own eternal salvation and the salvation of those for whom and to
whom they had come.79
It may be that some of this ritual offended the much simpler traditions
of the Celtic bishops. To add to this, Augustine then expected the CC to
come under his authority as the representative of Rome. Williams is of
the opinion that neither Gregory nor Augustine made attempts to
accommodate the traditions of the CC. 80 I tend to agree, as they
believed in their own God-given authority through Peter and wanted to
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stamp that authority on any who professed to be Christian. They did this
out of the belief that they would be saving the souls of those who
believed otherwise.81

Therefore, this missionary approach presupposes that Christian identity
is more important than cultural identity and, I argue, connects with the

Translation model. This, according to Bevans, preserves the content of
the gospel message, rather than the values and practices of the
culture.82 The attitude of the RC was that every culture was the same
and, as the gospel is supracontextual,83 Celtic practices were,
consequently, subordinate to those of Rome. Thus, when the Celts came
into contact with Catholics, as Edwards says, “They found themselves
condemned”, as under Roman evangelisation they had “no centre
equivalent to the papacy and no doctrinal system of their own.”84
However, Williams is contradicted by Bond who states that the Pope saw
the wisdom of incorporating Celtic fertility and harvest rituals into the
list of Christian holidays and was willing to allow that different cultures
developed different styles of worship, depending on the underlying and
previous practices, even if they were pagan in origin.85 In a letter to
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Abbot Mellitus, who was to join Augustine on the mission to England,
Gregory supports a policy of inculturation:Tell Augustine that he should by no means destroy the temples of the
gods but rather the idols within those temples. Let him, after he has
purified them with holy water, place altars and relics of the saints in
them. For, if those temples are well built, they should be converted
from the worship of demons to the service of the true God. Thus,
seeing that their places of worship are not destroyed, the people will
banish error from their hearts and come to places familiar and dear to
them in acknowledgement and worship of the true God.86
Furthermore, as already mentioned, and in line with Gregory’s policy,
Augustine had several meetings with Celtic bishops in the hope that they
might work alongside each other:For surely it is impossible to efface all at once everything from their
strong minds, just as, when one wishes to reach the top of a mountain,
he must climb by stages and step by step, not by leaps and bounds…87

On this basis, perhaps, Roman missiology can be seen as holistically
creation centred rather than redemption centred, being at the opposite
end of the spectrum from the Translation model, in terms of the

Anthropological model.88
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However, although Whitby may appear to be an isolated event, evidence
shows that the RC had been bringing the CC ‘into line’ throughout
Switzerland and Gaul. Attempts were also made by Roman leaders to
bring, not only the English, but also the Irish bishops into line with Roman
observances (Ireland came under Roman rule in 630CE).89 Moreover,
Schaff reminds us that Augustine was seen as a representative of the
hated enemy the Roman Empire.90 This indicates that Edwards is
probably right, and reinforces his earlier argument, that the CC “lacked
the organization needed to rally against a ruthless onslaught of brute
strength.”91 Indeed, as I have shown, the resistance to Roman authority
is at the heart of the dispute between the Churches.

4. What Did Whitby Achieve?
For The initial “Receivers”
Bede made the SoW the turning point of his history.92 Prior to 664CE,
the CC had been a light in the Dark Ages. Celtic religion, with its
monastic cultural centres, had saved Christianity in the north of
England,93 but once the CC merged with the organizational advantages of
Rome,94 its faith and zeal was lost. Historians tend to agree that Oswy
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was wise in his judgement,95 but his ruling that his kingdom should follow
the practices of the RC had far-reaching consequences:Thus he opened up Northumbria to a new range of religious,
intellectual and artistic influences. The meeting of insular and
continental ideas gave rise to the great religious and cultural flowering
of the later 7th and 8th centuries in Northumbria which is often
known as the Golden Age.96

Carpenter elaborates that the decision ensured that Britain’s future,
both religious and political, would now be bound up with Western
Europe.97 The SoW decision meant the CC was able to integrate into the
mainstream of Christendom up until the Reformation some eight
centuries later. Immediately, Lindisfarne's status at the very centre of
state organisation was reduced. In 669CE, Theodore became Archbishop
of Canterbury and he advanced the Roman mission. All which was
distinctively “Celtic” would be relegated to the fringes of Britain, as
Rome could organise in a way which was impossible for Lindisfarne. Had
the decision at Whitby gone the other way, leaving large areas of England
with a Church looking to Lindisfarne and Iona, then the Church in England
might well have developed among other lines.98

Without Whitby, Theodore’s task would have been impossible and the
extension of the authority and influence of the RC in England might have
95
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been delayed.99 In my opinion, and from the missiological analysis above,
it is reasonable to conclude that the RC sort uniformity not unity. Under
Theodore’s leadership, the RC established a rigid ecclesiastical structure
– its bishops were monarchs of their dioceses - and it was largely
unrestrained in replacing the fluctuating system of the CC - whose
bishops were ministers to their flocks. As Allington paraphrases,
“Churches must be organised and Rome meant ‘civilization’ in a way
impossible for Iona.”100

However, it is important to remember that the SoW was not a national
decision in favour of Rome. Bede only indicates one sign of the influence
beyond Northumbria. Cedd, who attended the council was persuaded to
adopt the Roman practice and took this view back to Essex.101 Scotland
and Ireland adopted it by the 8th century, but the Roman tradition was
not fully accepted in Wales until the 12th century.102 Therefore,
adherence to Celtic customs and tradition continued to challenge the
ecclesiastical discipline of Rome, as old attachments to simple customs
and practices were simply too engrained. However, with Canterbury and
York firmly established as the ecclesiastical centres of England, Roman
Christianity was able to get a firm foothold in Britain.
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For The Church Today
Ultimately, a vestige of Celtic spirituality remains, as “it has never
completely lost its hold on the affections of the people”103 and continues
to capture the imagination of modern “receivers” in worship, poetry and
prayer. Holt states that no other Christian spiritualties have “gained so
much present-day interest and devotion as the Celtic tradition.”104 An
ecumenical Christian community was founded on Iona in the 1930s and
contemporary pilgrims worship amidst Celtic crosses which are part of
the lasting artistic legacy of the CC. Holt identifies several reasons for
the attractiveness of Celtic spirituality:1. It is unencumbered with ecclesiastical bureaucracy and provides a
middle ground between Roman and Protestant Christianity
2. It celebrates creation and the natural world.
3. It affirms women. For example, the SoW took place in Hilda’s
monastery and she took part in the debate.
4. For those seeking God, it permits “a Creator, but no Christ”
attitude and praise without asceticism.105

Following George Macleod’s revival of Celtic Christianity, Iona now
attracts over 150,000 people each year. Its missionary approach – build
103
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on what is already there rather than by destroying it - is very similar to
that of the early Celtic monks. Macleod believed:Not so much that the mission was to bring the Gospel to every
creature, as that the mission was to bring all mortals to the awareness
of the love and purpose of God already present in creation, already
breaking through.106

His idea of “whole salvation” rather than “soul salvation” certainly takes
us outside our preconceived ideas of God, but it is has no time for
predestination or limited salvation which are key aspects of the [my]
Reformed faith. Barth once described British Christianity as “incurably
Pelagian”,107 but I like Holt’s advice that, “To follow and not to
romanticize is the challenge faced by today’s lover of Celtic tradition.”108
However, modern trends in the Church towards the community style of
life are a positive thing. The rigidity of the Catholic Church and, to a
certain extent, the Church of England (Theodore’s organization in setting
up dioceses and bishoprics still exists today)109 have been detrimental to
the nation’s spirituality. Today the Celtic model of “gossiping the gospel”
is probably better suited to the needs of the populous:How are we going to reach these people with the good news of the
Gospel and enable them to respond in their own terms if we don’t
share in the culture of their times and of their street and at the same
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time have a critical involvement with it? I think that is what the Celtic
missionary monks did and I think that’s what we have to do today.110

Certainly, in terms of evangelism, the Celtic strategy of sending teams
into “enemy territory”111 has proved effective in events such as Festival
Manchester and the Eden Project, and seen many come to faith.

5. Conclusions
In this sabbatical paper:1. I have shown the factors that contributed to the spread of
Christianity in early Britain.
2. I have given an assessment of both Celtic and Roman missiology
and have demonstrated a critical understanding of the
missiological issues and principles pertaining to both traditions.
3. I have critically analysed the SoW and reflected on the
experience of mission from the standpoint of the “receivers.”

In conclusion:1. It is evident that Christianity had come to Britain with the Roman
legions and this form of the faith established itself, mainly, in
southern England. The Druids and their pagan practices were
pushed into western Britain, where they remained in isolated
110
111
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pockets. The later Anglo-Saxon conquests also forced the Celts
westward where Druidic-semi Christian communities were
established.
2. Distinct characteristics of the CC began to emerge from the late
4th century and a period of active mission was perpetuated by 5th
and 6th century missionary monks, mainly from Ireland, whose
missiology was largely one of pagan inculturation achieved
through syncretism, miracles, manuscript illumination and
monasticism. Several contextual theological models have been
discussed. It is also the case that Celtic Christianity flourished in
the north of the country,
3. Some early “ecumenism” between the RC and the CC has been
suggested, although it is clear that both Celts and Romans were
either ignorant, or tolerant, of each others beliefs and practices.
4. Augustine arrived in Kent with a Papal missionary mandate.
However, Pope Gregory’s intentions for this evangelistic mission,
is possibly clouded by Bede’s “romantic” bias. Nevertheless, the
mission was initially successful, winning thousands of converts to
the Roman faith.
5. Bosch’s medieval missionary paradigm is helpful in conveying
Augustine’s approach. Roman missiology assumed that if
Christianity was to flourish and to complete the work of converting
the English people, it was necessary that there should be a single
Church instead of two.112 Bede’s history tends to show a Catholic
112
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bias, but ultimately the Celtic bishops refused to submit to
Augustine’s authority and he was, in the main, unsuccessful in
resolving the differences over Easter, dress and liturgy.
6. Meanwhile, by the middle of the 6th century, Aidan had
established the Celtic Northumbrian Church. This became
powerful under King Oswy’s patronage and, via his marriage to a
southern Roman princess, extended its influence. However,
religious politics, clashes between the two traditions and disputes
in the royal household led to the SoW “which was to produce the
deepest and most lasting influence on Western culture.”113
7. Wilfred presented the Roman case at the Synod and was
arguably the most influential personality present, although a crude
argument settled the debate and it is likely Oswy had already
decided beforehand to support Wilfred. Steppanus’ eyewitness
account, like Bede’s, is also too subjective in favour of Rome.
8. The SoW was a huge turning point in the Church in Britain and
marks an extension of RC jurisdiction, which was consolidated
under Theodore’s organisation. However, the work of the CC
must not be forgotten or its contribution minimized. Furthermore,
Celtic Christianity continued to be influential in western areas for
several centuries after falling in line with the RC.
9. I have shown that working out a valid missionary theory from
history is possible. Celtic and Roman missionaries adopted
different attitudes in pursuit of the missionary mandate.
113

Bosch, p. 235.
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10. Finally, the Celtic tradition continues to show its relevance today
(as the number of websites consulted for this paper shows) and has
much to teach us. The idea of pilgrimage, the holistic approach to the
natural world and the imaginative approach to the faith help keep the
element of mystery, which is at the heart of Christianity, alive.
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